Climacozy

Beddings from Stendebach
for refreshing sleep beyond all expectations.

Climacozy

Proactive against overheating.
The innovative collection Climacozy from Stendebach provides perfectly adapted sleeping climate
for all requirements. Developed for the NASA to support astronauts handling extremely fast variations in temperature, the material offers an enormous functionality..
The OUTLAST® fibre included in the filling material is working proactively for a reduction of
peaks in body temperature. With this quality the beddings counteract overheating, excessive
transpiration and unwanted cooling and are thereby arranging a well balanced sleeping climate.
Fine Mako-cotton with a high level of breathability complete the enormous functionality of the
Climacozy line. The pillows and quilts not only provide eminently hygienic sleep but also make sure
your body can get the best possible regeneration through relaxing sleep with little climatic
distractions.
The low-maintenance and washability of up to 60°C make sure the beddings have a high level of
comfort in everyday use and also make Climacozy an ideal choice for allergic sufferers.

That's how the
innovative Outlast®
filling works

Proactively working fibres
Special demands require special solutions. OUTLAST® was developed for
the astronauts of the NASA, which were faced extreme climatic conditions.
The fibre can absorb surplus heat, buffer it and later release as needed.
This unique quality gives tremendous advantages against other functional
fibres.

One-of-a-kind climatic advantages
Overheating during the sleep not only leads to unpleasant transpiration, but also reduces the
quality of nightly relaxation noticeably. The body is constantly in working mode and can poorly
regenerate. Climacozy fights this problem with the functionality of the filling fibres, that provide a
proactive reduction of overheating.

Innovative

Proactive

Beddings from Climacozy are filled with a combination of
cuddly 10-hole-hollowfibre and the innovative
OUTLAST® fibre. High comfort and best sleeping climate
is achieved by this composition.

The OUTLAST® technology provides a proactive
temperature regulation. It works against peaks in body
temperature and thereby allows a more relaxing and
recreative sleep.

Naturally

Soft and cosy

In contrast to the very progressive filling material,
the series uses timeless qualities for the outer fabric.
Mako-cotton in this area of application still fulfils
functional demands like no other material.

Thanks to the special texture of the cotton fabric the
material is very soft and gives a pleasant haptical
feeling. Its qualities in breathability and the moistureefferent fibres are the basis for ideal sleeping comfort.

From competitive sports to beddings
Today the different variations of OUTLAST® fibres are used in all fields where
special climatic demands occur.
Especially in the field of sports, leading brands around the world use the unique
functionality of the fibres.
With Climacozy we now bring this innovative solution in your sleeping room.

The Climacozy product range
Quilts Climacozy
Temperature balancing, innovative, cosy.
The quilts from the Stendebach Climacozy line were developed
for best functionality. Overheating during the night, sweating and
following unwanted cooling down are prevented the best way
possible.
The necessary qualities for this performance are given by the
combination of OUTLAST® fibres and 10-hole-hollowfibres.
Variations: Light, Medium, Warm and Combination

Not only focussing on best functionality in the filling, but also giving a comfortable
haptical feeling is the goal of the Climacozy quilts.
Finest Mako-cotton used as outer fabric allows high breathability and a natural
feeling on the skin. The complex single-needle stepping with body-zones allow an
ideal positioning of the filling material and thereby prevents thermal bridges.

Pillows Climacozy
Proactive, relaxing, flexible.
The pillows from the Climacozy series support exactly where
they can reach their full potential. After all, every human sheds
the bulk of thermal energy through the head-area during the
night. Congruously, wrong sleeping climate here leads to strong
sweating and cooling down.

Against this problem the filling with OUTLAST® technology is working actively by
buffering surplus heat and giving it back to its surrounding slowly and efficiently. For
the pillows optimal adaption to the individual ergonomic needs, an inner pillow is
integrated, which can be adjusted in the amount of filling via zipper quick and easily.
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